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1 - Catherine explained the lesson to the class .................. an experienced teacher.
as good as

as well as

the best of

better than that

2 - In my last holiday, I read a good book, but my father gave me an even .................. one last weekend.
good

better

better than

the best of

3 - Mr. Butcher looks very .................. today. I think he is one of .................. bosses that I have ever had.
happy / the best

happily / the better

happily / the best

happy / better

4 - In the cupboard, there are some .................. tea cups used for special occasions.
beautiful small Egyptian

small Egyptian beautiful

egyptian beautiful small

small beautiful Egyptian

5 - Many sharks are big, but white sharks are one of .................. animals of the sea.
bigger

bigger than

the biggest

as big as

6 - Maybe you are a .................. football player than me, but you are deﬁnitely .................. tennis player I
have ever seen in my life!
good / worse

better / worse

good / the worst

better / the worst

7 - While I .................. for an English test yesterday, my brother .................. fun with his friends.
was studying / was having

studied / was having

was studying / had

is studying / has

8 - Which sentence is grammatically WRONG?
I really don’t remember what the man was wearing at the last party.
It's strange that you called because I was just thinking about you.
I was not driving very fast when the accident was happening.
While I was sitting in a meeting my mobile suddenly rang.

9 - Were they playing when you .................. home?
get

got

are getting

getting

will hope

hope

10 - I .................. you know what you're doing.
am hoping

was hoping

11 - Nowadays many young people want to donate their .................. to save the lives of those who are at
the end of the line for hope.
cells

members

organs

texts

12 - I like my English classes so much because the English teacher has a surprisingly .................. English
handwriting.
fresh

neat

clean

1

kind
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13 - We will be testing everyone over the next few days to make sure they have been placed at the
.................. level.
interesting

appropriate

careful

downward

14 - The .................. pictures of the past memories made her cry at her miserable life.
dangerous

strange

great

dark

15 - Because he didn’t know how to .................. himself, the weak teenager decided to take a few boxing
classes.
take care

defend

keep

describe

16 - When something .................. happens, you can’t wait to tell your beloved ones about it, knowing they
will share in your excitement.
famous

wonderful

dangerous

powerful

17 - The company was at the risk of being closed, but the manager made a .................. attempt to ﬁght
against the ﬁnancial problems and saved it from closure.
brave

rocky

fresh

famous

18 - Planets are really amazing but not so much .................. . They are diﬀerent in many ways.
interesting

delicious

alike

strange

19 - I am .................. information for the book I am going to write.
collecting

defending

attending

expressing

20 - After being attacked by some unknown people who were wearing masks, the police asked the man
to .................. them, but he said he couldn’t identify them.
describe

believe

converse

defend

21 - As far as I know, .................. 70% of the students in this class are going to take part in the upcoming
picnic.
nearly

clearly

cheaply

early
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